STREAM TO YOUR WHOLE HOUSE.
When it’s time for a get-together, group the HEOS speakers together for a house full of sound.

SOUND TRAVELS... WITH YOU.
Connect to your phone or tablet as you move from room to room. Control the music in every room from any device. Set the mood that’s just right for the moment.

DIFFERENT MUSIC FOR DIFFERENT ROOMS.
Every member of the household can listen to his or her favourites—in his or her own space.

A HEOS SOUND SOLUTION FOR EVERY ROOM.
THE HEOS APP.
Control your complete HEOS system with the simple, easy-to-use HEOS app.

STREAM FROM THE WORLD’S LEADING ONLINE MUSIC SERVICES.
With HEOS, you have all the options you need and all the access you want. Stream your favourite cloud sources like Spotify, Deezer and TuneIn. Plus, listen to tracks directly from your phone, tablet or USB drive.

Supported streaming services include:

THE HEOS APP.
Control your complete HEOS system with the simple, easy-to-use HEOS app.

Supported streaming services include:
EASY SETUP PROCESS
4 STEPS. A FEW MINUTES.
A LIFETIME OF MUSIC.

STEP 1
PLUG IN HEOS

STEP 2
GET THE FREE HEOS APP

STEP 3
CONNECT TO YOUR NETWORK

STEP 4
PICK YOUR MUSIC
SUPERIOR CRAFTSMANSHIP

We’ve built our name on unrelenting attention to innovative craftsmanship and quality, often being the first to deliver new audio innovations. Each HEOS system is passionately engineered in-house at Denon and composed of meticulously designed components that harmonise together and deliver the performance that music lovers crave and deserve.
HEOS 3

The perfect place to start.
Ideal for small to medium sized rooms, such as bedrooms, offices or kitchens. This compact but full-featured speaker blends versatility with the sound quality of HEOS. Either standing tall, or on their side, they fit anywhere.

- Versatile horizontal or vertical placement.
- Dual custom full range drivers powered by 2 dedicated Class D amplifiers.
- USB and 3.5 mm jack AUX input.
- Use 2 for a perfectly synchronised stereo pair.
- Available in white and black.

SPECIFICATIONS: HEOS 3
Where elegance meets performance.
Ideal for medium to large rooms such as dining rooms, larger bedrooms and offices or smaller living rooms. The middle-weight champion of speakers. Absolutely amazing bass from a discreet footprint.
HEOS 7

Bigger is better when it’s time to party!
Ideal for large room and open areas such as living rooms, patios, or open-floor-plan homes. The ultimate in wireless speaker performance. Perfect for Parties.

SPECIFICATIONS: HEOS 7

- The ultimate in wireless speaker performance.
- 5 loudspeakers driven by 5 digital amplifiers.
- 2 passive woofers for an impressive bass performance.
- Includes headphone output.
- USB and 3.5 mm jack AUX input.
- Available in black and white.
HEOS AMP

Wireless Amplifier.
The HEOS Amp is designed to add HEOS multi-room audio functionality to a pair of stereo speakers.

SPECIFICATIONS: HEOS AMP

- Turn any stereo system into a wireless zone.
- Features the same wireless ease of use as our self-powered HEOS speaker models.
- Powerful stereo amplifier in a compact chassis offering 2x 100 watt of digital amplification.
- Subwoofer connection.
- Optical input and 2 analogue inputs.
- USB and 3.5 mm jack AUX input.
HEOS LINK

Wireless Pre-Amplifier.
The HEOS Link adds HEOS multi-room audio to an existing music or home theatre audio system.

SPECIFICATIONS: HEOS LINK

- Turn any stereo system into a wireless zone.
- Control your Denon receiver, integrated amplifier or mini system right from the HEOS app.
- High quality D/A conversion.
- Optical input and 2 analogue inputs.
- Subwoofer connection.
- Optical input and 2 analogue inputs.
- USB and 3.5 mm jack AUX input.
- IR-output for remote control of Denon components via app.
HEOS™ by Denon

ANYWHERE SOUNDS AMAZING